PRE REQUISITIES OF CLASS ROOM TEACHING
Prepare a detailed and systematic day to day advance lesson plan including :1.

Methods for teaching with teaching aids.

2.

Portion to be covered in 1 day.

3.

Assigning tasks in class like word meaning - Fill in the blanks, True or False etc.

4.

Assigning homework.

5.

Select the best suitable teaching aid & method to teach the students as per
their need.

PRIMARY SECTION
CLASS ROOM TEACHING

50 Mins.

1.

Strength Verification

: 3-4 Mins

2.

Set Induction

: 05 Mins

Probing with open ended and close ended questions to arrive at the topic.
Co-relating the topic with previous knowledge. Defining the topic.
3.

Introduction

: 05 Mins

Co-relating the topic with every day examples
4.

Discussing the lesson

: 20 Mins

Selecting the difficult words, concepts, explaining the topic by reading,
drawing, giving examples using teaching aids.
5.

Recapitulating

: 05 Mins

Discussing & Writing important points on the black-board
6.

Question/Answer Session

: 10-11 Mins

Asking questions to judge the understanding giving probable hints to
arrive at answers. Preparing inside questions from the topic taught.

SECONDARY & SR. SECONDARY SECTION
CLASS ROOM TEACHING

50 Mins.

1.

Strength Verification

: 3-4 Mins

2.

Set Induction

: 05 Mins

Probing to come at the topic
Co-relating the topic with previous knowledge.
3.

Introduction

: 05 Mins

Introduction the topic. Defining the topic with examples discussing the
background of the topic
4.

Discussing the lesson

: 20 Mins

Detailing & discussing the topic by reading, using teaching aids, solving
on black-board, citing examples.
5.

Recapitulating

: 05 Mins

Revising the important points of the topic by writing on black-board
6.

Question/Answer Session

: 10-11 Mins

Asking open & close ended questions to judge the understanding giving
Hints to arrive at answers.
NOTE : This may vary for different subjects.

